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Inventories and labeling in in practice – ”The Rock Garden” 



The Rock Garden 

-  Contains about 4500 
accessions.  

-  Mainly perennial 
material. 

-  A large number of new 
accessions are added 
yearly.    
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The Rock Garden 

-  Divided geographically 

-  Each bed has a code letter 

-  Each Item has a reference 
number (Loc. Ref.) 

-  Inventories are updated in IRIS 
during winter. 

-  All inventories and updates are 
carried out by horticulturists, 
with occational help from 
botanists.  



Gardeners are responsible for the work flow which is great. 

Sometimes gardener become too independent from botanists who may 
feel they lose control. 

One risk is that we only inventory labels, without ensuring that botanists 
can serve gardeners, so that they are involved, yet have time to curate 
the collection. 



Inventories and labeling in in practice – ”The Bulb Collection” 



The Bulb Collection 

-  Contains about 6000 
accessions.  
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The Bulb Collection 

-  Contains about 6000 
accessions.  

-  New accessions are 
added yearly.    

-  Replanted annually 



Today, inventories are made at very 
long intervals, and only as the bulbs 
are replanted. 

It’s difficult to make inventories 
during the active phase because of 
tight positions between plants and 
labour intensive period in the spring.  

We still struggle to find a work flow 
that enables us to make inventories 
every year. 



Inventories and labeling in in practice – 3. The Suckulent Collection 



Nursery 



Public greenhouse 




